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Trading Tool
Stock Supports Closings Resistance Stop Loss for Trend % pft Trend

Extreme Probable Achievable Achievable Probable Extreme Long short Levels /Loss Remarks

NIFTYFUT  5,595  5,630  5,652  5,687  5,722  5,744  5,779  5,575  5,799  6,106 -6.87 Weak

BANKNIFTY-F  10,729  10,796  10,838  10,905  10,972  11,014  11,081  10,684  11,126  11,629 -6.23 Weak

RELIANCE  943  949  953  959  964  968  974  937  980  1,051 -8.80 Weak

SAIL  153  156  158  161  164  165  169  152  170  181 -11.26 Weak

RANBAXY  554  558  560  564  567  569  573  551  576  590 -4.55 Weak

TATASTEEL  630  638  647  655  663  672  680  626  685  673 -2.59 Weak

HDFC  645  654  662  670  678  687  696  641  700  729 -8.09 Weak

ONGC  1,112  1,119  1,123  1,130  1,137  1,142  1,149  1,105  1,156  1,295 -12.68 Weak

M&M  740  749  759  769  779  789  798  735  803  776 -0.91 Weak

MARUTI  1,239  1,254  1,272  1,288  1,304  1,322  1,337  1,231  1,345  1,420 -9.32 Weak

TATAMOTORS  1,121  1,136  1,152  1,166  1,180  1,196  1,211  1,115  1,218  1,300 -10.32 Weak

DLF  244  249  251  254  257  259  264  243  265  287 -11.64 Weak

UNITECH  52  53  55  56  57  58  59  52  60  65 -13.66 Weak

LICHSGFIN  175  177  181  186  191  193  197  173  199  194 -3.95 Weak

GMRINFRA  38  38  39  41  42  42  43  38  43  45 -9.60 Weak

HDIL  154  156  159  161  163  165  172  153  173  189 -14.85 Weak

JETAIRWAYS  585  593  608  624  632  648  662  582  666  733 -14.93 Weak

INDIAINFO  76  77  79  81  82  84  86  76  87  83 -2.53 Weak

TECHM  650  658  675  692  701  719  741  646  745  700 -1.11 Weak

RELCAPITAL  544  551  565  580  587  602  616  541  620  655 -11.45 Weak

PUNJLLOYD  95  96  99  101  104  105  108  95  108  108 -5.67 Weak

LT  1,640  1,650  1,656  1,667  1,677  1,683  1,694  1,630  1,704  1,975 -15.63 Weak

SBIN  2,544  2,608  2,645  2,678  2,711  2,748  2,812  2,528  2,829  2,750 -2.61 Weak

ICICIBANK  998  1,011  1,025  1,038  1,051  1,065  1,078  992  1,084  1,137 -8.70 Weak

INFOSYSTCH  3,135  3,194  3,219  3,260  3,300  3,325  3,384  3,116  3,405  3,447 -5.43 Weak

MPHASIS  647  655  672  689  698  715  732  643  736  673 2.42 Strong

TCS  1,143  1,165  1,174  1,189  1,203  1,212  1,234  1,136  1,242  1,170 1.57 Strong

ACC  980  998  1,006  1,019  1,031  1,039  1,058  974  1,064  1,076 -5.37 Weak

AMBUJACEM  121  123  126  129  133  134  137  121  138  143 -9.70 Weak

BHEL  2,203  2,244  2,262  2,290  2,318  2,336  2,378  2,189  2,392  2,338 -2.03 Weak

RELINFRA  690  703  708  717  726  732  745  686  749  810 -11.48 Weak

TATAPOWER  1,269  1,293  1,303  1,319  1,336  1,346  1,370  1,261  1,378  1,365 -3.37 Weak

Trading Tool is valid only for the Day to trade on an Intra day basis

We have covered Future's prices for Nifty and Bank Nifty.

For stocks we are using cash levels (because of variation of discount and premium) and with a base of the same one
can trade in cash segment or futures accordingly. If the cash segment is reaching to that specific level then it's a man-
datory to quit the trade accordingly irrespective discount or premium to the cash levels.
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Disclaimer
This document is not for public distribution and has been furnished to you solely for your information and must not be reproduced or redistributed to any other person. Per-
sons into whose possession this document may come are required to observe these restrictions.
This material is for the personal information of the authorized recipient, and we are not soliciting any action based upon it. This report is not to be construed as an offer to
sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal.  It is for the general information of clients of
Kotak Securities Ltd. It does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual
clients.
We have reviewed the report, and in so far as it includes current or historical information, it is believed to be reliable though its accuracy or completeness cannot be guar-
anteed. Neither Kotak Securities Limited, nor any person connected with it, accepts any liability arising from the use of this document. The recipients of this material should
rely on their own investigations and take their own professional advice. Price and value of the investments referred to in this material may go up or down. Past performance
is not a guide for future performance. Certain transactions -including those involving futures, options and other derivatives as well as non-investment grade securities -
involve substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors.  Reports based on technical analysis centers on studying charts of a stock's price movement and trading volume,
as opposed to focusing on a company's fundamentals and as such, may not match with a report on a company's fundamentals.
Opinions expressed are our current opinions as of the date appearing on this material only. While we endeavor to update on a reasonable basis the information discussed
in this material, there may be regulatory, compliance, or other reasons that prevent us from doing so. Prospective investors and others are cautioned that any forward-look-
ing statements are not predictions and may be subject to change without notice. Our proprietary trading and investment businesses may make investment decisions that
are inconsistent with the recommendations expressed herein.
Kotak Securities Limited has two independent  equity  research groups: Institutional Equities and Private Client Group. This report has been  prepared by the Private Client
Group . The views and opinions expressed in this document  may or may not match or may be contrary with the views, estimates, rating, target price  of  the Institutional
Equities Research Group of Kotak Securities Limited.
We and our affiliates, officers, directors, and employees world wide may: (a) from time to time, have long or short positions in, and buy or sell the securities thereof, of
company (ies) mentioned herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such securities and earn brokerage or other compensation or act as a market maker
in the financial instruments of the company (ies) discussed herein or act as advisor or lender / borrower to such company (ies) or have other potential conflict of interest
with respect to any recommendation and related information and opinions.
The analyst for this report certifies that all of the views expressed in this report accurately reflect his or her personal views about the subject company or companies and its
or their securities, and no part of his or her compensation was, is or will be, directly or indirectly related to specific recommendations or views expressed in this report.
No part of this material may be duplicated in any form and/or redistributed without Kotak Securities' prior written consent.

Registered Office: Kotak Securities Limited, Bakhtawar, 1st floor, 229 Nariman Point, Mumbai 400021 India.
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Closing Prices
Closing prices are the prices of the previous day. It is the level from where traders can start their day to trade on an
intraday basis. If the trade is not respecting to the closing price then one can exit out of it. We mean to say the stock
or index should sustain above or below the closing price. Ideally half a percent should be the stop loss above or below
the closing price to enter into the trade.

Trend
Trend is the level to identify the trend of Indices and Stocks. For best results one can use the "Trend Remarks" to trade
accordingly. If the trend is "Weak" that means traders can trade with a negative bias. If the trend is "Strong" that
means traders can trade long into the same with a positive bias. Base price should be closing.

Achievable (Supp/Resis)
It can be achieved if the Index/Stock trades above or below the closing price. During normal course of trading first
levels are important. Around first resistance and supports levels one can take profit.

Probable (Supp/Resis)
It's a second resistance/support and can be achievable if stocks/indices are in trending mode. On events stocks and in-
dices can reach these levels.

Extreme levels
It is the beauty of the table. Our strategy behind giving these levels is we feel that some time the stocks fall or rise to
their average lowest or highest levels FOR THE DAY and that may act as a best contra buying or selling opportunity
with a minimal stop loss given in the table. We mean to say buy around extreme supports and sell around extreme
resistance strictly with a given stop loss for the same. For e.g. If the extreme support for the Nifty is given at 5605 and
in case the market comes to almost same levels then one can initiate long positions with a stop loss for long trade in
the column say at 5585. If it breaks 5585 then it's a mandatory for trader to exit out of the same. Same thing is valid
for "stocks" on both the sides.
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